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People frequently collaborate to learn and remember information, and this may help groups create shared representations of the world (i.e., collective memories). However, contrary to intuitions, collaboration also lowers group recall levels. Such impairment occurs regardless of whether people collaborate when first experiencing, or encoding, an event (the collaborative encoding deficit), or when retrieving, or remembering, the event (the collaborative inhibition effect). In understanding how collaboration impairs group recall and enhances shared, or collective, memories it remains unknown as to where collaboration exerts the greatest influence—at encoding or at retrieval—to shape these distinct phenomena. The current study simultaneously compared collaboration at these two stages and revealed the power of collaborative retrieval. Collaboration impaired the group recall product at both time points, but especially so at retrieval. Furthermore, only collaborative retrieval played a significant role in the formation of collective memories.

Cognitive psychology experiments have typically studied individuals learning and remembering in isolation; however, in many real world settings memory is a social process. Although collaboration is prevalent, and may be instrumental in helping individuals construct a shared representation of the world with others...
(Echterhoff, Higgins, & Levine, 2009), at the same time it can be detrimental to group recall (see Rajaram, 2011; Rajaram & Pereira-Pasarin, 2010 for reviews). In the present study, we examined the extent to which collaboration, both at encoding and at retrieval, may affect the quantity of information recalled by the group, that is, the group recall levels, while simultaneously creating a shared representation of the world within the group, that is, the formation of collective memories.

THE NEGATIVE IMPACT OF COLLABORATION ON GROUP RECALL LEVELS

Considerable evidence shows that collaboration during retrieval lowers group recall (see Rajaram & Pereira-Pasarin, 2010; Weldon, 2001). Although a group of people working together recalls more than any one individual, they recall less than would be predicted based on a “pooling of abilities,” an effect known as collaborative inhibition (Weldon & Bellinger, 1997). The comparison here is between a collaborative group and a nominal group of equal size. Nominal groups are groups in name-only, and their recall product consists of the pooled, non-redundant recall of individuals recalling alone. Counterintuitively, nominal groups recall significantly more than collaborative groups (Weldon & Bellinger, 1997). Thus, collaborative inhibition refers to the finding that in recall the whole (i.e., collaborative group recall) is less than the sum of its parts (i.e., nominal group recall).

Collaborative inhibition at retrieval is a robust phenomenon and is in large part explained by the retrieval disruption hypothesis (Basden, Basden, Bryner, & Thomas, 1997). Simply put, during encoding each group member develops an idiosyncratic way of organizing information in memory. Later, at retrieval, when information is provided in a different order (as part of someone else’s recall) it disrupts the individual’s organizational structure and lowers her recall performance, which in turn lowers the group performance. For this reason, collaborative inhibition is eliminated when the memory test already has a set organization such as a recognition or cued-recall test (Clark, Hori, Putnam, & Martin, 2000; Finlay, Hitch, & Meudell, 2000). Providing all individuals with an organizational framework disrupts the organizational strategies of both nominal and collaborative group members, thereby eliminating collaborative inhibition.

Less is known about collaboration’s role at encoding (but see Andersson & Ronnberg, 1995; Finlay et al., 2000; Hollingshead, 1998), and we recently examined this issue (Barber, Rajaram, & Aron, 2010). Participants created sentences from unrelated word pairs, either individually or with a partner. Later, participants completed a cued-recall test in which they saw the first word and had to recall the corresponding target. This was done either individually, with the partner from encoding, or with a new partner (who had performed the encoding task with another participant). Results revealed a collaborative encoding deficit; participants who encoded collaboratively recalled less than participants who encoded individually. This was true regardless of whether participants completed the memory task individually, with a new partner, or even with their partner from encoding. This deficit was likely due to differences in cue efficacy such that individually generated items were more idiosyncratically meaningful, and therefore better recalled than collaboratively generated items (i.e., differences in cue uniqueness; see Andersson
& Ronnberg, 1997; Mäntylä & Nilsson, 1983). In brief, collaboration impairs group recall regardless of whether it occurs at retrieval or at encoding.

As the first goal of this study, we directly compared how collaborative encoding and collaborative retrieval may differentially affect group recall. Although both collaborative encoding and collaborative retrieval produce deficits in group recall, their relative impact is unknown. Past research shows that key variables related to memory can have asymmetrical effects across encoding and retrieval, with some manipulations preferentially reducing memory accuracy at encoding (e.g., Baddeley, Lewis, Eldridge, & Thomson, 1984), and others at retrieval (Mulligan & Lozito, 2006). A comparison of where collaboration exerts its strongest negative effect on group recall is especially interesting in this regard given that the collaborative deficits at encoding and at retrieval arise for different reasons, where the former is associated with cue uniqueness and the latter with retrieval disruption. Thus, this study provides insight into which of these mechanisms is more influential in shaping group recall.

We also examined whether the collaborative encoding deficit and collaborative inhibition effect are additive in shaping group memory. Because the effects arise from different mechanisms they may occur in tandem with one another. Thus, recall may be especially low when people collaborate at both encoding and retrieval. Alternately, two lines of evidence suggest that collaborative inhibition may be attenuated after collaborative encoding. First, collaborative inhibition is attenuated when encoding is poor (Pereira-Pasarin & Rajaram, 2011). This is likely because individuals develop weaker organizational structures with poor encoding, and hence are less affected by organizational disruption. Given that collaborative encoding lowers recall it may thus attenuate the subsequent collaborative inhibition effect. Second, collaborative encoding should lead group members to organize the studied information in a similar manner to one another, and such alignment has been shown to reduce subsequent retrieval disruption and collaborative inhibition (Finlay et al., 2000). In summary, it is possible that collaborative encoding will attenuate the collaborative inhibition effect at retrieval.

THE POSITIVE IMPACT OF COLLABORATION ON THE FORMATION OF COLLECTIVE MEMORIES

Given that collaboration impairs group recall, why do people frequently engage in collaborative learning and remembering? As a second aim of this study, we examined the possibility that collaboration serves the benefit of creating collective memories within the group. Humans may be the only species that are motivated to experience commonality with one another in their perceptions, feelings, thoughts, and memories (Echterhoff et al., 2009). Thus, understanding the process by which memories come to be shared amongst a group addresses a need specific to human behavior and well-being.

The term collective memory has been used across many disciplines to define a wide variety of phenomena (see Harris, Paterson, & Kemp, 2008; Hirst & Manier, 2008; Wertsch, 2008; Wertsch & Roediger, 2008), and recent psychological literature has defined collective memories as shared memories that shape group identity (see Hirst & Manier, 2008, for a review and conceptual analysis). As in recent empiri-
cal work (e.g., Brown, Coman, & Hirst, 2009; Cuc, Ozuru, Manier, & Hirst, 2006; Muller & Hirst, 2010; Stone, Barnier, Sutton, & Hirst, 2010), we focus solely on the first aspect of this definition. In particular, in the current study we examined how individuals come to converge on shared, overlapping representations of events. This question is important in the study of collective memory formation since a memory must be shared before it can influence group identity.

Cognitive research on understanding this aspect of collective memory has only just begun and has focused primarily on the role of collaboration during retrieval (e.g., Cuc et al., 2006; Gabbert, Memon, & Allan, 2003; Meade & Roediger, 2002; Reese & Fivush, 2008; Stone et al., 2010; Wang, 2008). Compared to individual recall, collaborative recall appears to promote the collective memory formation for four key reasons. First, during collaborative retrieval individuals are re-exposed to items they had forgotten, but that a group member recalled. Because of this re-learning collaborative group members often have higher individual recall on subsequent memory tests than nominal group members (e.g., Blumen & Rajaram, 2008; Weldon & Bellinger, 1997). Second, collaborative retrieval allows for error pruning. When an individual makes a memory error the group members can provide corrective feedback. This leads to fewer errors by collaborative, compared to nominal, groups (e.g., Ross, Spencer, Blatz, & Restorick, 2008). Third, although collaborative retrieval reduces the overall number of errors, it also has the potential to introduce shared errors. That is, social contagion occurs such that one member’s errors are incorporated into other group member’s memories (e.g., Roediger, Meade, & Bergman, 2001). Finally, both remembering and listening to someone else remembering can cause forgetting of related but not remembered information. Known as socially shared retrieval-induced forgetting (see Cuc, Koppel, & Hirst, 2007), this process leads to overlap in what collaborative group members subsequently remember and forget (e.g., Cuc et al., 2006; Muller & Hirst, 2010; Stone et al., 2010). Together, during collaborative retrieval these cognitive factors are important for the formation of collective memories (see Rajaram, 2011; Rajaram & Pereira-Pasarin, 2010). Indeed, recent research has demonstrated an increased overlap in individual memories after collaborative retrieval (in a collaborative inhibition paradigm: Blumen & Rajaram, 2008; Henkel & Rajaram, 2011; in a retrieval-induced forgetting paradigm: Cuc et al., 2006; Muller & Hirst, 2010; Stone et al., 2010).

Although it is clear that collaborative retrieval leads to collective memory formation, little is known about the role of collaborative encoding. On the one hand, intuition suggests that collaborative encoding should lead to shared, overlapping memories amongst the group members because people encode the same event and do so together. On the other hand, in every-day life situations people frequently have discrepant memories for events that were co-experienced (or collaboratively encoded). Thus, collaborative encoding may not have as strong of an effect as collaborative retrieval in collective memory formation.

The notion that collaborative retrieval, rather than encoding, is critical to the development of collective memories is supported by previous theoretical ideas and empirical work. First, memory retrieval is a reconstructive, rather than reproductive, process, and this malleability is thought to facilitate the formation of collective memories (Hirst, 2010). For example, collective memories can develop for events that were never personally experienced by the individual (Kihlstrom,
2002). That is, collective memories can develop solely from joint reminiscing in the absence of having experienced the same original event. Furthermore, Wertsch (2002, p. 37) has argued that collective memory “seems to be shaped more heavily by the conditions in which it is ‘retrieved’ . . . than by the conditions of its original formulation.” Evidence for this can be seen in the way that biased retellings shape subsequent memory. For example, retelling an event in a humorous manner leads to lasting distortions in memory compared to retelling in a factual manner (Dudukovic, Marsh, & Tversky, 2004). Thus, the way an event is retrieved can alter subsequent memory for the event.

Research on the power of retrieval (see Rajaram & Barber, 2008; Roediger & Guynn, 1996) further supports the prediction that collaborative retrieval is especially important in creating collective memories. For example, repeated testing improves long-term retention more than repeated studying, a phenomenon known as the testing effect (Karpicke & Roediger, 2007), and these retrieval benefits have been argued to be a key element in the creation of collective memories (Roediger, Zaromb, & Butler, 2009).

In the current study we examined the relative contributions of collaboration, both at encoding and also at retrieval, in shaping collective memories as well as group recall levels. That is, the current study’s design allows us to simultaneously assess the independent and combined roles of collaboration at encoding and retrieval in impairing group recall while promoting collective memory formation.

METHOD

PARTICIPANTS AND DESIGN

One-hundred eighty Stony Brook University undergraduates participated for credit, with 45 participants (15 triads, always strangers) randomly assigned to each condition: (a) Encode Alone–Recall Alone, (b) Encode Alone–Recall Collaboratively, (c) Encode Collaboratively–Recall Alone, and (d) Encode Collaboratively–Recall Collaboratively (with the same partners from encoding).

MATERIALS

We generated 195 unrelated nouns from the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Wilson, 1988). Words were 4–7 letters in length, 1–100 per million in word frequency, and 400–700 in concreteness. Words were combined into 65 unrelated word triads.

PROCEDURE

Encoding. Participants created sentences out of word triads such that the first word of the triad came earlier in the sentence than the second word, which in turn came earlier than the third word. For example, for “bandage–cousin–boat”: “The bandage on my cousin’s arm came off on the boat.” In the Encode Collaboratively conditions participants worked in triads and alternated starting, continuing, and fin-
ishing each sentence. The experimenter designated which participant added each part of the sentence, and the order rotated across participants an equivalent number of times. 1 No time limit was imposed. Although individuals took longer (M = 24.34 min) than collaborative groups (M = 22.00 min), a 2 (Encoding Condition: Alone vs. Collaboratively) × 2 (Retrieval Condition: Alone vs. Collaboratively) did not reveal a main effect of encoding condition on time spent, F < 1.

Delay. Participants individually solved mazes for 10 minutes.

Group (Nominal or Collaborative) Memory Test. Participants completed an unexpected, surprise free recall test for 10 minutes. Participants wrote down words from encoding in any order. In the Recall Alone conditions participants worked individually. In the Recall Collaboratively conditions participants worked in triads. Group members resolved disagreements, if any, on their own.

Final Individual Memory Test. Immediately following the group memory test, all participants completed a second free recall test for 10 minutes. Regardless of condition, participants here worked individually.

RESULTS

Alpha level for all analyses was set at .05. Reported effect sizes are partial eta squared (η²) and Cohen’s d.

Group Recall Levels: Collaborative Deficits at Retrieval and Encoding. A 2 (Encoding Condition: Alone vs. Collaboratively) × 2 (Retrieval Condition: Alone vs. Collaboratively) ANOVA revealed significant differences in correct group recall (collaborative or nominal) on the first memory test, F(3, 56) = 10.96, MSE < .01, η² = .37 (Figure 1).

We first examined the role of collaboration at retrieval. As expected, there was a significant main effect of retrieval condition such that nominal groups outperformed collaborative groups, F(1, 56) = 19.93, MSE < .01, η² = .26. However, this was qualified by an interaction between encoding and retrieval conditions, F(1, 56) = 9.98, MSE < .01, η² = .15. Further analyses revealed that collaborative inhibition was present following individual encoding. Here the nominal groups (M = .44) recalled significantly more than the collaborative groups (M = .28), t(28) = 5.11, SE = .03, d = 1.93. This is the traditional analysis used to examine collaborative inhibition (e.g., Weldon & Bellinger, 1997), and thus we replicated the standard collaborative inhibition effect. In contrast, after collaborative encoding the nominal (M = .34) and collaborative groups (M = .31) did not significantly differ in recall, t(28) < 1. Thus, the collaborative inhibition effect was eliminated following collaborative encoding (see Finlay et al., 2000).

We next examined the role of collaboration at encoding. The main effect of encoding condition did not reach statistical significance, F(1, 56) = 2.97, p = .09, MSE < .01, η² = .05. However, as noted above, there was a significant interaction between encoding and retrieval conditions, F(1, 56) = 9.98, MSE < .01, η² = .15. Our comparisons of interest revealed that the collaborative encoding deficit was present

1. The sentence creation task was chosen because it ensures that all individuals equally participate in a task that involves active construction and elaboration of study episodes.
when participants subsequently recalled alone. That is, participants in the Encode Alone–Recall Alone condition (M = .44) recalled significantly more than participants in the Encode Collaboratively–Recall Alone (M = .34) condition, t(28) = 3.09, SE = .03, d = 1.17. This extends previous findings that collaborative encoding between dyads impairs cued-recall (Barber et al., 2010) by showing that collaborative encoding between triads impairs free recall. In contrast, the collaborative encoding deficit was absent when followed by collaborative recall. That is, participants in the Encode Collaboratively–Recall Collaboratively condition (M = .31) and participants in the Encode Alone–Recall Collaboratively condition (M = .28) did not differ in amount recalled, t(28) = 1.17, p = .25, SE = .03. However, this result is likely due to a difference between these conditions in collaborative inhibition at retrieval, which was only present after individual encoding.

Finally, we compared the magnitude of the collaborative encoding deficit to that of the collaborative inhibition effect. Recall was lower when collaboration occurred only at retrieval (Encode Alone–Recall Collaboratively: M = .28) compared to only at encoding (Encode Collaboratively–Recall Alone: M = .34), t(28) = -1.94, p = .06, SE = .03, d = .73. Although this comparison just failed to reach conventional levels of statistical significance, it suggests that collaboration is most damaging when it occurs at retrieval.

Group Errors. Intrusions were low, but a 2 (Encoding Condition) × 2 (Retrieval Condition) ANOVA revealed significant differences between the conditions, F(3, 56) = 2.79, MSE < .01, η² = .13. As in previous studies (e.g., Ross et al., 2008), there was a significant effect of retrieval condition such that intrusions were higher in nominal group recall (Encode Alone–Recall Alone: M = .03; Encode Collaboratively–Recall Alone: M = .02) than in collaborative recall (Encode Alone–Recall Collaboratively: M = .01; Encode Collaboratively–Recall Collaboratively: M = .01), F(1, 56) = 6.92, MSE < .01, η² = .11. Errors did not vary as a function of collaboration at
encoding (see Barber et al., 2010), \( F(1, 56) = 1.10, p = .30, MSE < .01 \). Furthermore, there was no interaction between encoding and retrieval conditions, \( F < 1 \).

The Formation of Collective Memories. We examined the formation of collective memories via a second, individual memory test by calculating the proportion of correctly recalled items that were produced by more than one group member (see Cuc et al., 2006). This ratio score allowed us to examine the overlap of recall for a given triad while correcting for variations in the overall levels of recall. A 2 (Encoding Condition) \( \times \) 2 (Retrieval Condition) ANOVA revealed significant difference in collective memories as a function of condition, \( F(3, 56) = 42.39, MSE < .01, \eta^2_p = .69 \) (Figure 2).

Findings clearly showed that collaborative retrieval played an important role in the formation of collective memories. Completing a prior collaborative recall test led to a higher proportion of memories being shared (Encode Alone–Recall Collaboratively: \( M = .48 \); Encode Collaboratively–Recall Collaboratively: \( M = .50 \)) than completing a prior individual recall test (Encode Alone–Recall Alone: \( M = .24 \); Encode Collaboratively–Recall Alone: \( M = .23 \), \( F(1, 56) = 126.53, MSE < .01, \eta^2_p = .69 \) (see Henkel & Rajaram, 2011; Cuc et al., 2006). Critical for the novel purposes of this study, the same was not true for collaborative encoding. Encoding collaboratively did not lead to a higher proportion of memories being shared compared to encoding individually, \( F < 1 \). Interestingly, there was also no interaction between encoding and retrieval conditions, \( F < 1 \). That is, there was no benefit of both encoding and recalling collaboratively (\( M = .50 \) over simply recalling collaboratively (Encode Alone–Recall Collaboratively: \( M = .48 \), \( t < 1 \). In line with previous theoretical ideas (e.g., Roediger et al., 2009), these novel results provide clear empirical evidence that collaborative retrieval is the key element in the creation of collective memories.
Collective memory errors (i.e., the proportion of total errors produced by more than one group member) converged on the same pattern. Collective errors were rare; in fact, no instances were observed when individuals worked alone throughout the experiment. Although some collective errors emerged after collaborative encoding (Encode Collaboratively–Recall Alone: $M = .02$), this proportion was not significantly greater than zero, $t(14) = 1.87$, $SE = .01$, $p = .08$. In contrast, collaborative retrieval again played a role. Shared errors were significantly greater than zero both in the Encode Alone–Recall Collaboratively ($M = .09$), $t(14) = 2.19$, $SE = .04$, and Encode Collaboratively–Recall Collaboratively ($M = .12$) conditions, $t(14) = 3.32$, $SE = .13$. However, a Mann-Whitney U test did not reveal any significant difference between these two groups, $z = -0.63$. Although collective errors were rare, these results are useful in the fact they show both accurate and inaccurate recall to produce the same patterns.

**DISCUSSION**

This study examined whether collaborative encoding and collaborative retrieval differentially affect memory in terms of impairing group recall and promoting collective memory formation. Across both measures, collaborative retrieval played a stronger role than collaborative encoding.

Collaboration lowered group recall levels. This was true both at retrieval, and at encoding, but especially at retrieval. Replicating prior research (Weldon & Bellinger, 1997), collaborative inhibition occurred at retrieval: Following individual encoding, collaborative groups recalled significantly less than nominal groups. Extending prior research, a collaborative encoding deficit was also demonstrated with a larger group size (triads) and a different memory task (free recall) than had been used in past research (Barber et al., 2010). That is, collaborative encoding led to poorer nominal group recall performance compared to individual encoding. Critically, collaboration at retrieval impaired recall more. Under identical experimental conditions the collaborative inhibition effect at retrieval was greater in magnitude than the collaborative encoding deficit. However, these effects were not additive; although collaborating at encoding lowered group recall there was no added impairment if participants also collaborated at retrieval (see Finlay et al., 2000). This elimination of collaborative inhibition was likely because collaborative encoding aligned the organizational strategies of the group members, thereby minimizing retrieval disruption.

It could be argued that the quality of collaboration was different at encoding and retrieval. The collaborative encoding task took longer, and was anecdotally perceived as more difficult than the collaborative retrieval task possibly because the encoding conditions were highly constrained compared to the retrieval conditions of collaboration. Although these differential constraints may have allowed for increased social loafing opportunities at retrieval, compared to encoding, social loafing cannot readily explain the reported effects. Manipulations at retrieval that

---

2. The pattern of results held when examining items recalled by all group members (rather than at least two) both in terms of correct recall and intrusions.
decrease social loafing do not attenuate collaborative inhibition (Weldon, Blair, & Huebsch, 2000). Further, the magnitude of collaborative inhibition does not differ whether retrieval is highly constrained or not (Thorley & Dewhurst, 2007), and the magnitude of the collaborative encoding deficit is greater when encoding is constrained than when it is not (Barber et al., 2010).

Our second main aim was to examine the role of collaboration in the creation of collective memories. In support of theoretical proposals that collaborative retrieval is the key element in forming collective memories (e.g., Roediger et al., 2009; Wertsch, 2002), there was a greater overlap in memories after a collaborative, rather than individual, test. As discussed in the Introduction, this outcome was likely due to the operation of several factors such as re-exposure to forgotten studied items, error pruning, social contagion errors, and socially shared retrieval-induced forgetting that occur during collaborative recall. Thus, collaborative recall promoted the formation of collective memories despite the fact that it simultaneously impaired group recall levels.

Interestingly, collaborative encoding did not significantly shape collective memories. The lack of a relationship here is surprising given the strong desire people have to create a shared perception of the world with others (Echterhoff et al., 2009), and future research should examine how specific this effect is to our paradigm. For example, it is possible that collaborative encoding leads to shared memories when the information is group-relevant (e.g., meaningful shared experiences) but not when it is group-irrelevant (e.g., the word triads in this study). However, it is important to note that collaborative retrieval influenced collective memory formation even under this study’s relatively artificial settings. Thus, while there are likely situations in which collaborative encoding exerts an impact on collective memory formation, collaborative retrieval may still exert a stronger impact.

In conclusion, the present study demonstrates the key role of collaboration, and in particular collaborative retrieval, in shaping both group recall and collective memory formation. Although collaborative retrieval impaired the group memory productivity, it simultaneously ensured that group members developed overlapping, collective memories thus serving a basic need of humans to experience commonalities in their perceptions, beliefs, and memories with one another (Echterhoff et al., 2009). This process may well turn out to be important in understanding why people believe that collaboration, not only with familiar partners but also with strangers, is beneficial to memory (Dixon, Gagnon, & Crow, 1998; Henkel & Rajaram, 2011).
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